
Application of Percent

EXAMPLE 1: An athletic footwear manufacturer made a profit of 24.5% on sales of
$1p00p00. Find the company's profit.

100% = 1

Usually in applications the percent used is less than 100% or as decimals less
than 1, but this is not exclusive.

100% of something is related with the all whole

EXAMPLE 2: Answer to the question
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What percent represents 12 shaded squares?
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A. The Basic Percent Equations
1. Solving percent application using percent equation

Percent x Base = Amount

Percent of base is amount

of translates to • (times)

is translates to = (equals)

what translates to n (the unknown number)
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EXAMPLE 3: Solve the following applications using percent equation

a) What number is.44%{^5^P
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b) 27 is what percent of 54?
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c) 89 is 43% of what number?
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2. Solving percent equation using proportions

EXAMPLE 4: Solve the following applications using proportions

a) What number is 8% of 82?
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b) 94 is 99% of what?
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c) 62 is what percent of 19.1?
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Applications

1. An athletic footwear manufacturer made a profit of 24.5% on sales of $1,60Q000.
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Find the company's profit, (example 1)
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2. 345 is what percent of1870? Round to the nearest tenth ofa percent when
necessary.
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3. What number is 5-% of 78? Round to the nearest hundredth when necessary.
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4. 82^fof what number is 124?
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B. Percent Increase and Percent Decrease

EXAMPLE 5: The average wholesale price of coffee increased from $2 per pound to $3
per pound. What is the percent increase in the price of 1 lb. of coffee?

Percent increase is use to show how much a quantity has increased over
itsoriginal value.

Percent increase is use to show how much a quantity has increased over
its original value.

Applications:

1. The average wholesale price ofcoffee increased from $2 per pound to $3 per
pound. What is the percent increase in the price of 1 lb. of coffee? (example 1)
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2. A camera costs $670. If the sales tax rate is 7%, how much tax is charged and

what is the total price? Round your answer^io-tfcenearest cent.

loox =-^o SaJU fc7o-Q£>.9
|oox =^0 -(oil- 1
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3. Tom indicates that he received a 4% raise that amounts to $1412. What was his

former salary? T - 0.0*4 "A"
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4. 1.45%roygross monthly income goes to Medicare. If a person's gross pay is
$728.8/\ then what is the Medicare contribution?

vc =iu- * ~ loo

T
5. Approximately 2S2Lof Samantha's gross monthly income is deducted for Social

Security, federal withholdings, state withholdings, insurance, etc. If her_gros§__
monthly salary is $2795, then what is her net pay? o.
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C. Markup and Discount

I. Markup

EXAMPLE 6: An outboard motor costing $650 has a markup rate of 45%. Find the
markup.

Cost (C) = the amount that a merchandising business or retail pays for a product

Selling price (retail Price) (f) =the price for which amerchandising business or
retailer sells a product

Markup (M) = the difference between selling price and cost

Markup rate (r) = is the markup expressed as a percent of the cost

Markup Equations

Applications

Selling Price

M =-P--C

P = C+ M j

(M = r <i

1. An outboard motor costing $650 has a markup rate of 45%. Find the markup,
(example 1).
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2. A photo printer costing $950 is sold for $1450. Find the markup rate. Round to

the nearest tenth of a percent.

^i

)T- 52.0>%
3. A basketball with a cost of $82.50 has a markup rate of 42%. Find the selling

price. <^— y~" 7s

7-^fG =• sq.Gr-tr<S2.^ = H7.P

Discount or Markdown

EXAMPLE 7: An auto body shop has regularly priced, $1500 paint jobs on sale for
$1230. What is the discount rate?

Discount (D) = the amount that the retailer reduces the regular price of a product

Discount rate (r) = is the discount expressed as a percent of the original price
(selling price)

Sale Price (S) = sale price is the difference between regular priced and discount

Regular Price (_KJ
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The Discount Equations

D = R -S

D = r R

S = (1- r)R <^= 3

s=K-h
s-Z

_ r. R,

Application -o ^-

1. An auto body shop has regularly priced, $1500 paint jobs on sale for $1230.
What is the discount rate? (example 1)

b=^-i> ^>b=ltfX>-l2.3o = 47o

2. A GPS regularly priced $234 is on sale for 25% off the regular price. Find the
price sate. ~^j y "~

3. A large-screen TV, marked down 35%. is on sale for $1495. Find the regular
jarjce. y~ e> ]$_
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4. A hardware store is selling its $128 lock set for 15% of regular price. What is the
discount? P, v-
-5-
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D. Simple Interest

EXAMPLE 6: A business owner borrowed $84,000 for 8 months at an annual simple
interest rate of 6.5%. Find the maturity value of the loan.

Principal (P) = the amount you deposit in a saving account. The amount you
borrow for a purchase.

Interest (I) = the amount the bank pays you for your investment. The additional
amount of money you must pay with your borrow.

Interest rate (r) = is the interest expressed as a percent of the principle

Simple interest is the interest computed on the original principal.

The Simple Interest Formula

/ = Prt

Time (t) = represents the time in years that the investment was closed. Represents the
time in years that the money were borrowed
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Maturity value (M or A) = represents the amount at the end of the investment/
borrowed. The principle plus the interest owned

The Maturity Value Formula

M = P + I

\

Application

1. A business owner borrowed $84,000 for 8 months at an annual simple interest
rate of 6.5%. Find the maturity value of the loan, (example 1)

f_S({<ooo =.81^0

J>?Vt =gHooo •O.QQjf- 1.-3^^0

2. Rick notes that his savings account earned $380 67. in 1 year. Ifthe account
earns 7.30% simple interest, then what was his principal?

V p.

3. Calculate the final value, of the investment of $1000 at 3% simple interest for 7 yr.

1=? •<••*-
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4. Calculate the interest of the investment of $430 at 11 % APR for 10 mo.

-t. 2- £>

[s4»{o.i.Xf Ukl.i[§)--^MX

5. Calculate the interest of the investment of $2400 at 6.4% APR for 60 days.

6. Calculate the final balance of a loan of $36,700 at 5% simple interest for 7 mo.
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